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TH RABINC CONCEPTION OF
CONCEPTION: .A EXERCISE IN FERTITY

The extraordinary technological advances of this century have
been applied with full force to the field of science, and in partic-
ular to genetics and reproductive medicine. Man now has more

control over his own reproduction than ever before in history, s~ch that
the old notion of the doctor playing God has taken on new meaning. In
the ultimate form of imitatio dei, it now appears that just as God cre-
ates, so does man. We currently have the capabilty to isolate a single
sperm, unite it in-vitro with an egg, and test the resultant embryo for
genetic abnormalities before subsequent implantation into a human
being for the completion of gestation. 

1

Although all acknowledge the value of this technology, it is not
without cost. Whereas the Talmud mentions only three partners in cre-
ation (see below), the husband, the wife, and God, current reproducnve
practices have expanded the list of potential partners to include the sperm
donor, egg donor, surrogate mothers, and soon, with the application of
genetic splicing to human gametes, the partial gene donor. If our limited
experience is any measure, then introducing more partners clearly intro-
duces more complications, be they emononal, financial, legal or ethcal.

To solve these ethical dilemmas, secular ethicists utilize philosoph-
ical principles, some with historical precedent, others simply products of
imagination. In either case, ethicists are in no way bound to the ideas of
the past. We, however, as Orthodox Jews who subscribe to the halakic
process and live by the words of Hazal, employ the past to solve the
dilemmas of the present and future. We turn to our predecessors for

both halakhic and ethcal guidance.
All contemporary halakic discussions of reproductive technology

cite sources from antiquity to the renaissance to modern times. As the
understanding of reproductive anatomy and physiology has changed
throughout the centuries, the author of each source, depending on the
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historical period, assumes a unique understanding of embryology and
reproductive medicine. Therefore, an awareness of the embryological

theories contemporary with each author may aid our understanding of
his discussion of medical or scientific ideas. Furthermore, if the context
of the source is halakc, it may enhance our apprecianon of the hala-

khc issues with which each source is dealing. This knowledge can per-
haps assist current poskim in their utiization of rabbinic source material

for incorporation into medical halakhic responsa. I therefore submit
that we pause for a moment from addressing modern halakhc dilemmas
of reproductive technology and turn our eyes backward to see how our
predecessors understood the conception of conception.2

This article discusses selected passages from Jewish literature from
antiquity to modern times which explicitly address or allude to theories
relating to reproduction. The sources wil be discussed in their own right
as well as placed in a medical historical context. Although rabbinic
sources cover the gamut of issues of reproduction and heredity, three
topics have been chosen for the purpose of ilustration, each highlghting
a different aspect of reproducnve medicine. The first topic addresses the
very nature of the male and female seeds, focusing largely on embryolo-
gy: who contrbutes what to the fetus. The second section traces the his-
tory of artificial insemination, a matter of reproductive physiology, and
contains sources often quoted in contemporary halakhic discussions.
Therefore, the rabbinic sources in ths section receive disproportionately

greater treatment than the secular. The final section addresses a particu-
lar notion regarding reproductive anatomy. In each section the secular
sources are discussed separately. In the first section only, in order to facil-
itate our objectives, the secular sources precede the Jewish.

EMBRYOLOGY
Secular Sources

Almost all major figures in the history of science in antiquity devoted
time to the study of animal and human embryology.3 As knowledge of
anatomy4 and physiology was limited, theories were based on simple
observation and philosophical intuition. Analogies were often made to
agriculture, the male seed being compared to the plant seed and the
uterus to the nourishing earth.5 The male contribution to conception
was readiy observable, as the male seed was emitted outside the body
(more on the male seed below). The nature of the female contribution,
however, was a matter of intense debate.
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Female Seed

Since the female seed was not visible to the naked eye and was not
emitted externaly, its very existence was a matter of conjecture. As a re-
sult, two competing theories evolved in antiquity which coexisted until
pre-modern times.6 Galen (130-200),7 following in the footsteps of
Hippocrates (4th - 5 th centuries B .C.B. ),8 maintaied that both the male
and female contributed seed. The exact identity of the female seed was
in question, but he conjectured it might be located in the uterus. He
also claimed that the male semen provides the material for the develop-
ment of the nerves and the walls of the arteries and veins in the fetus,
whie the menstrual fluid is the source of the blood.9 Arstotle, on the
other hand, denied the existence of a female seed, claiming that only
the male possessed seed. This seed provided the "form" and the "prin-
ciple of the movement" of the fetus, while the female provided the
material from which the fetus was formed, i.e., the menstrual blood.lO

It can be argued which of these theories predominated through-
out the middle ages, but the falsehood of Aristotle's theory was deci-
sively demonstrated by Willam Harvey. Harvey (1578-1657), best
known for his description of the circulation of the blood, was also a pio-
neer in the field of embryology. While the ovum had not yet been
described in his lifetime, he nonetheless postulated that all living beings
must derive from eggs.ll Aside from placing the first nail in the coffin of
the theory of spontaneous generation,12 Harvey superseded Aristotle

and paved the path for Reinier De Graaf, who in 1672 first described
the egg follcle.13 The microscopic female human egg, as we now know
it, was not described until 1827, when Ernst Yon Baer published his
classic description of the mammalian ovum.14

Male Seed

There were thee Greek theories regarding the origin of the sperm. is The
encephalo-myelogenic doctrne claimed that the sperm was ultimately a
derivative from the brain and traversed the spinal cord on its way to the
male genital organs. The second theory, which Hippocrates advocated,
was called the pangenesis doctrne and contended that the sperm was a
derivative of the entire body. The sperm extracted from each limb would
yield the corresponding limb in the fetus. Aristotle supported the
hematogenic doctrne, claiming that the seed originated from blood, and
was in fact nothng but blood in a certain state of coagulation.
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Although a male seed was always acknowledged, it was not until
1677 that Antony Yon Leeuwenhoek first visualzed human spermato-
zoa under the microscope.16

Preformation and Epigenesis17

The discovery of egg follcles by De Graaf and spermatozoa by Leeu-
wenhoek gave birth to two opposing theories regarding the embryo-
logical development of the fetus in utero. Some scholars maintaied that
the fetus formed in a stepwise fashion with the development of one
organ or limb precedig the next, i.e., epigenesis. Others believed that
withn the seed, either male or female, there existed a minuscule, com-
plete, preformed being that simply enlárged during the course of gesta-
tion. These so-caled preformationists were split into two camps, those
claimig that the preformed chid was withn the female egg (ovists) and
those claiming it was with the male sperm (animalculsts) .18

So convinced of ths belief was one animalculist that he drew a
diagram of a completely form'ed child crouched withn the confines of

one human sperm. This figure became known as the homunculus.19 It is
unclear exactly when the theory of preformation was disproved, but it
had its supporters up to the late nineteenth century.

Jewish Sourcero

Equipped with the historical background, we can approach the Jewish
sources thoughout the ages that address embryological theories explic-
itly and implicitly. For the sake of clarity, the sections on male and fe-
male seed are separated, as above. Since the same sources often discuss
both seeds, there wi be, by necessity, limited repetition. For the re-
peated sources, the bibliographical information will be referenced the

first time the source is mentioned.

Female Seed

The Talmudic source which serves as the foundation of all subsequent
rabbinic discussions on embryology, especially with regard to the female
seed, is found in Gemara Nidda (30a):
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Our Rabbis taught: There are three partners in the creation of man,
God, the father and the mother. The father seminates (mazria) the
white substance, from which are derived the bones, vessels (gidim),21
fingernails, brain and the white of the eye. The mother seminates
(mezara'at) the red substance, from which are derived the skin, flesh,
hair and the black of the eye.22 God provides the spirit (ruah), the soul

(neshama),23 the beauty of the features, vision for the eyes, hearing for
the ears, speech for the mouth. . . and intellgence. When the time
comes for a man to depart this world, God takes back his part, leaving
behind the contributions of the mother and father.

It seems clear that the rabbis, similar to Galen and in contrast to Aris-
totle, clearly acknowledged both a male and female seed, the female
seed appearing to be identified with the menstrual blood. It is interest-
ing to note that the list of organs that are derived from the respective

seeds rougWy resembles that of Galen. However, even though Galen
was a contemporary of R. Yehuda haNasi, the compiler of the Mishna,
there is absolutely no mention of Galen, or Hippocrates, for that mat-
ter, in the entire text of the Mishna and Talmud.24 As a result, any sug-
gestion of cross-cultural borrowing is purely speculative.

The next source appears in the Biblical commentary of R. Moses
ben Nahman. Although Ramban is known for his exceptional Talmudic
scholarship, he was also a practicing physician, purportedly at Mont-
peller,2s a major center of medicine in the middle ages.26 One of the
few references we have to Ramban's medical practice states that he
treated a non-Jew for infertility.27 The Ramban comments on the phrase
in Vayikra, C\Isha ki tazria ve-yalda zahar." The root of the word "taz-
ria" is "zera," or seed, hence the translation could be, "When a woman
emits seed." Whle most Biblical commentators interpret ths phrase to
mean "When a woman conceives," and thereby ignore the issue of the
existence of the female seed, Ramban takes this opportunity to address
rabbinic theories of embryology:

. . . Although it says "when a woman emits seed" . . . the implication is
not that the fetus is made from the female seed. For even though a
woman has ovaries (beitsim) analagous to those of the male (beitsei
zahar) (testicles), either no seed is made there, or the seed has nothing
to do with the fetus. Rather, the term "mezara'af' refers to the uterine
blood . . . that unites with male seed. In their opinion (Gemara Nidda
above), the fetus is created from the blood of the woman and the white
(semen) of the man, and both of them are called seed . . . and likewise
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is the opinion of the doctors regarding conception. The Greek philoso-
phers thought that the entire body of the fetus derives from menstral
blood, and that the man only provides . . . form to the materiaL.

The mere fact that Ramban mentions ths embryological debate
reflects that it was still a topic of discussion in his time. Here Ramban
accepts the contrbution of a female seed and identifies that seed with
uterine blood, based on the passage in the gemara. He states that ths is
also the position of the doctors. As we know that the Ramban was him-
self a physician, we ascribe greater authority to his statement. Although
he mentions no names of specific doctors, he may be aligning the Tal-
mudic position with the teachings of Galen. Ramban also clearly rejects
what we know to be Arstotle's position.

R. Bahya ben Asher (13th century) follows Ramban in his inter-
pretation of the phrase in Vayikra, but adds a novel explanation of the

term "tazria." It means, he says, "When a woman gives over the zera."
The zera, he maintains, is a deposit which is given to the woman by the
man for safe-keeping, as a plant seed is deposited in the ground. In
both cases the matured seed is to be returned from its repository when
the time is right.28 As mentioned above, the agricultural analogy is one
that has been used since antiquity.

Whle Ramban claimed that a woman mayor may not have her
own seed independent of the menstrual blood, Rambam clearly ac-
knowledges the existence of a female seed:

. . . between the heder and the prozdoýl9 lie the two ovaries of the
woman and the pathways (?fallopian tubes J wherein her seed matures. 

30

Rambam does not, however, address whether this seed has any role in
conception. This issue is discussed in the following sources.

R. Shimon ben Tsemah Duran (1360-1444), Tashbets, devotes a
significant section of his phiosophical work, Magen Avo; to the anato-
my and physiology of reproduction. In ths citation he confronts the
issue of the female seed:

Regarding whether the female seed has a role in conception, this has
been debated by Arstotle and Galen. We have explained that Hazal say
it has no role whatsoever in conception. . . philosophers have conclud-
ed that the female seed has no role in conception . . . and they reached
the same conclusion that was received by Hazal from the prophets and
teachings of the Torah.31
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R. Duran later identifies the menstrual blood as the contrbution of the
female.

In contradistinction to the above source, which acknowledges an
independent female seed but gives ths seed no role in conception, the
. following reference grants a prominent role to ths seed. This passage is
excerpted from the work of Meir ben Isaac Aldabi (1310-1360), the
grandson ofR. Asher ben Yehiel, entitled Shevilei Emuna..32

. . .' and next to the uterus are the woman's two ovaries. . . and from
them the female seed flows into the cavity of the uterus. When the male
seed is emitted into the uterus the female seed also is emitted from the
ovares and joins with the male seed (to form the fetus). 33

This appears to be the first Jewish source that ascribes such significance
to the female ovarian seed, and thus ends our discussion of Jewish

sources prior to the works of Harvey and Leeuwenhoek. (see above). In
summary, all the Jewish sources espouse the doctrne of the two seeds,
both male and female, yet opinions differ as to the identity and contr-
bution of the female seed. These sources are better understood in the

context of the ongoing scientific debate in the secular world regarding
the existence and nature of the female seed.

We now turn to Jewish references to embryology at a time when
the scientific world had recently undergone major upheaval. The sperm
had been identified, the existence of a female egg was universally ac-
cepted, although the egg itself had not yet been observed, and the the-
ories of preformation and epigenesis were prevalent.

Tobias Cohn (1652-1729),34 a graduate of the famous University
of Padua,3s was educated in this scientific milieu. His classic work,
MaYase Tuvia, covers topics including botany, cosmology, and medicine,
and the following passage on embryology reflects the climate of his
time. As Cohn was well educated in rabbinic as well as scientific litera-
ture, his words are of particular interest:

Aristotle, who rejected the Torah of Moses, brought a number of dis-
appointing proofs that menstrual blood is in place of the seed, and
besides this, a woman has no other seed. However, recent physicians,
who accept our holy Torah, have. . . brought other proofs which con-
tradict his disappointing proofs. . . . The first proof is that one cannot
deny the existence of a female seed, for it was not for naught that a
woman was created with beitsim and pathways that transmit seed similar
to a man.
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There is almost no need for the proofs brought by the great physician

Harey on the existence of a female seed. . . . The great physicians of
late maintain that the purpose of the ovaries (beitsim) is to give rise to
tiny eggs (beitsim), similar to fish eggs, which have been seen with the
microscope.36

This is probably the first Hebrew source that uses the term beitsa to
describe the female egg as we understand it today. In all previous
sources, the term beitsim refers to the ovaries or testicles interchange-
ably, and the female seed is called simply her zera. Given an understand-
ing of the history of embryology, ths observation makes perfect sense,
as it is only during ths period that Harvey's theory of the existence of a
female egg was developed.

A more detailed physiological description of conception is found
in the anatomical work of Baruch Schick (1744-1808),37 entitled Tiferet
Adam. Schick is perhaps best known for translating Euclid's Geometry
into Hebrew for the Vilna Gaon.38 In ths excerpt, the author, after dis-
cussing the passage from Gemara Nidda, mentions the single egg.39

. . . in the body of the woman are found the ovares . . . the seed emitted
by the man . . . induces the emission of a single egg from the ovaries . . .

The next passage alludes to another embryological theory and
stems from a question entertained by R. Yakov Emden (d. 1776) re-
garding whether it was possible for a virgin to conceive in the absence
of conjugal relations, e.g. bath house insemination (more on ths topic
below). In ths passage he invokes the theory of preformation, in partic-
ular that of the animalculists, to answer the above question in the affir-
mative. The references to the male and female seeds are as follows:40

. . . such a thing is decidedly not in the realm of the impossible . . . as
Hazal said, "Maybe she conceived in the bath house?" (Hagi.a 14b)
. . . and this is compatible with the ideas of the scientists, who describe
only a limited role for the female seed in conception (. . . but it is now
clear that the female seed provides no material contribution to the fetus
whatsoever. . . and this does not contradict what is written in the
Torah, "Isha ki tazria ve-yalda." See the commentary of Ramban on
this verse and you will see that it is not a contradiction. )41 They have
found through the use of the glass (microscope) and other experi-

ments that man, like birds and fish, is created from an egg in the ovary
of the woman. And in the male seed they have seen . . . the image of a
tiny human being, complete with its limbs. . . .
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R. Emden goes on to explain that the preformed fetus in the male seed
receives its nourishment and sustenance, including warmth and mois-
ture, from the female seed. It is interesting to note that he accepts the
notion of the homunculus (preformation) and claims that ths is in con-
sonance with the commentary of Ramban. As mentioned above, Ram-
ban granted no role to a female seed independent of the menstrual

blood. However, Ramban does maintain, based on the gemara in
Nidda, that the menstrual blood does contribute materially to the fetus.
This latter notion is not compatible with the theory of preformation. In
any case, R. Emden incorporates the contemporary embryological theo-
ries into his halakic discussion.

The final selection in ths section comes from the work of Pinchas
Eliyahu Hurwitz (1765-1821), Seftr haBerit. This work is a compila-
tion of medical and scientific theories culled from sources in many lan-
guages, and served as a valuable resource for its Jewish audience, to
whom many of these ideas were otherwise inaccessible. This accounts
for the book's popularity and multiple reprintings. This selection gives a
balanced view of the opposing embryological theories, while at the
same time incorporating the teachings of Hazal:

Some scholars have written that all the features of the entire human
body, complete with its limbs, are found within the egg of the woman
. . . and some scholars have written that within the seed of the man is
thè form of a minuscule human being, for when male seed . . . are
viewed under the microscope small creatures can be seen within them
moving to and fro. . . . God knows the trth of this matter. However, it
is known in trth that the woman also emits seed, as the verse explicitly
states, "Isha ki tazria." And her seed is not white, but red, as Hazal
have said, "The mother emits the red substance. ,,42

In conclusion of the discussion of the female seed, it is apparent
that these sources do not reflect a consensus of opinion regarding the
identity and nature of the female seed. Many of the sources, irrespective
of the theories they espouse, attempt to align their positions with the
words of Hazal, in particular the passage from Gemara Nidda.

Male Seed

At ths point, we will analyze a selection of Jewish sources that address

theories regarding the origin and nature of the male seed. Some of
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these sources have already been encountered in the above section on
the female seed. We begin with a passage from the Talmud, from which
can be inferred the understanding of the origin of the male seed:43

Levi was sitting in a bath house and observed a man fall and strike his
head. He said, "His brains were agitated (nitmazmez)". . . Abaye said,
"He has lost the abilty to procreate."

According to Rashi, the implication is that an injury to the brain some-
how affects the male seed. This is an alusion to the encephalo-myelo-
genic theory of the origin of the sperm (see above).44

In Seftr haBahir, a kabbalistic work attibuted to R. Nehunia ben
haKana (a first century Tanna), the reference to the encephalo-myelo-
genic doctrine is more explicit: "The spinal cord, which comes from the
brain, enters the male organ (amma) and from there comes the seed. "4S

Meir ben Isaac Aldabi (1310-1360) (see above) mentions the en-
cephalo-myelogenic as well as the pangenesis doctrine, but does not

indicate which he advocates:

The scientists have debated. Some say the seed comes from the brain,
via the spinal cord, to the . . . testicles, and there it matures and
whitens. The proof to this is that pain in the spine sometimes heals with
emission of seed, and also, one whose spinal cord is severed cannot pro-
create. However, Hippocrates maintains that the seed is an extract from
all the limbs of the body. 46

Tashbets (1361-1444) (see above) refers to the pangenesis doc-
trine: "We must ascertain . . . if the seed derives from the entire body or
not. Behold, the ancients have said ths. . .". 47 But he ultimately rejects
ths in favor of the hematogenic doctrine of Aristotle, which he claims

Hazal also espoused:

. . . and this is their intent, zJJ1, when they said, "The seed is inter-
mixed" (mebalbel zarei). The meaning of ths phrase is that from all the
limbs there is a combined power, not that each limb yields its corre-
sponding limb (pangenesis doctrne J . . . this is their opinion, zJJ1, in
agreement with the opinion of the philosopher (Aristotle).48

In summary up to ths point, Jewish sources refer to al three theo-
ries regarding the origin of the male seed.49 We now shift our attention
to the period following the discoveries of Leeuwenhoek and Harvey,
when the theories of epigenesis and preformation were prevalent.
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Pinchas Eliyahu Hurwitz (1765-1821), in the passage cited
above, refers to the theory of preformation and mentions the position
of the animalculists as well as the ovists. In the following citation, he in-
vokes the position of the animalculists in a novel interpretation of a Tal-
mudic passage.

. . . and they have seen with a microscope that in the seed of a man . . .
exist tiny creatures, whose form resembles that of man, and that are
alive and move withn the drop.

With this we see how all the words of Hazal are to be believed and

how all their words are trthful and just. . . even regarding those mat-
ters which seem far fetched or inconceivable. . . . Our Talmud treats
this sin (hotza-'at zera le-vatala) harsWy, equating it to murder, as it is
written, R. Eliezer ben Yaakov said that one who emits seed wastefully
is considered as if he killed a soul . . . and so said R. Yitschak and R.
Am in tractate Nidda. This statement seemed so far fetched in the eyes
of the philosophers amongst our people . . . who were unaware of the
looking glass mentioned above (microscope). How could it be consid-
ered murder prior to the conception of the child . . . when the human
being had not yet appeared? . . . the seed at this time is only fluid from
the brainso and is still substance without form. . . . But now, after it has
been seen with the aforementioned instrment that living beings in the
image of man move to and fro withn the seed, it is remarkable . . . to
hear such a thing. Every intelligent person would judge such a sin as
truly equivalent to murder.S1

Whle most Jewish sources accepted the theory of preformation,
Baruch Schick (1744-1808) (see above) stood alone, I believe, in re-
jecting the theory of preformation in favor of epigenesis:

The limbs of the body are not all formed at once, rather they grow one
by one like a tree. . . . Some have said that the form of a small human
being is found within the egg, and there is no place for their words.
Still others have said that within the male seed is found the image of a
óny living being, their proof being that when the male seed is viewed
under the microscope moving objects, like worms, S2 can be observed.
They therefore say that these worms are in fact little human beings . . .
This assertion is also baseless. First, if they are correct, why are there so
many worms (sperm)? Second, the very form of the worm attests that it
is not the likeness of a man. S3
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Despite Schick's rejection of the theory of preformation, it was

still perpetuated by rabbinic sources, especially with reference to the
prohibition of hotzaJat zera le-17atala. S4 This may be due, in part, to the
fact that whie SeIer haBerit was a popular, widely read work, Tiferet

Adam was more obscure.
In summary, Jewish sources run the gamut of embryological theo-

ries regarding the origins of the male seed. As with the female seed,
attempts were made to align these theories with the words of Hazal,
including areas of halakha. An historical understanding of the various
embryological theories contemporary with each of these sources gives
us a better appreciation of each author's context and scientific frame of
reference.

ARTIFICIA INSEMINATION

Artificial inseminationss is a common treatment for infertiity. Although
the procedure has grown tremendously in popularity and application
over the last two decades, the concept of intentionaly injecting sperm
into a woman for the purpose of impregnation dates back to at least the
mid eighteenth century, when John Hunter successfuy inseminated a
woman whose husband had a severe form of hypospadias. S6 As early as
1934, Hermann Rohleder wrote the first history of the artificial impreg-
nation of human beings. S7 However, since the widespread application of
ths procedure is, as stated, only relatively recent, it is in ths period that
we find the proliferation of rabbinic responsa dealing with every imagin-
able halakc consequence of artificial insemination.s8 But what sources
could there be in the Talmud or Rishonim that could possibly aid in the
halakc analysis of ths seemingly novel procedure? To answer ths ques-

tion one must mention yet another form of artificial insemination, ths
one more indirect in nature. There was a widely held belief dating back
to antiquity that a woman could become pregnant in a bath house, for it
was thought that when a woman bathes in a bath into which a man had
previously emitted sperm, she may conceive. The following section brief-
ly traces the history of the notion of artificial insemination in both
Jewish and non-Jewish sources from antiquity to the present.

Jewish Sources

Two early references to so-called bath house insemination have served
as the source for virtually all contemporary halakhic discussions of mod-
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ern artificial insemination. The first case is mentioned in the Gemara
HagigaS9 in the course of a discussion about whether a kohen gadol,

who is prohibited from marrying any woman who is not a virgin, may
marry a pregnant woman who claims she is still virginal.6o How could a
virgin become pregnant? Shmuel attests that it is possible to have inter-
course without perforating the betulim, but the gemara entertains
another possibilty, that of impregnation in the bath house, in which
case the woman, still being a virgin, would be permitted to marry a
kohen gadol.

The second case is mentioned in the Alphabet of Ben Sira61 in ref-
erence to the nature of Ben Sira's birth. This narrative work, of ques-
tionable date and authorship (some date this work from the Geonic
period), details the life of Shimon Ben Sira (second century B.C.E.),
the author of Diprei Shimon Ben Sira (The Wisdom of Ben Sira). The
relevant passage appears in the first section of this work, which is a
biography of Ben Sira from his conception to the age of one year. The
passage, apparently omitted in many editions, describes how the
prophet Yirmiyahu was simultaneously both the father and grandfather
of Ben Sira. Ben Sira's mother was Yirmiyahu's daughter. Yirmiyahu
was forced by evil men to perform an act of onansm in a bath house,
and his daughter conceived from his emissions when she inadvertently
entered the same bath. Ben Sira was born seven months later,62 the
product of artificial insemination.63 The text further mentions that it is
no mere coincidence that the numerical value (gematria) of the Hebrew
letters of "Sira" equals that of "Yirmiyahu," thereby hinting that Ben
Sira is, in fact, the son ofYirmiyahu.

Not everyone accepted the veracity of the aforementioned story of
Ben Sira's birth. Solomon Ibn Verga (15th-16th century) states in his
historical narrative, Shevet Yehuda) that Ben Sira was the grandson of
Yehoshua ben Yehotsadak and makes no mention of relation to Yir-
miyahu.64 R. David Ganz, the seventeenth century chronicler, claims
that ths story is mere exaggeration, as "I have not found it anywhere in
the Talmud, and I have not heard from my teachers that it is found in
any aggada or midrash. 6S

Assuming for our discussion the veracity of the passage in the Al-
phabet of Ben Sira, some important halakhic points can be derived,
which explains why it has been so extensively quoted by subsequent
Rishonim and Aharonim. Ben Sira is clearly assumed to be the product
ofYirmiyahu and his daughter. Whether ths was known to Yirmiyahu by
ruah ha-kodesh or whether this is because Yirmiyahu's daughter was
trusted to have been a virgin is unclear. In either case, despite the fact
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that Ben Sira is the product of an halakhcally ilicit relationship, no-
where does one find aspersions cast on his lineage, and never is he re-
ferred to as a mamzer; the implication is that only the martal act can

create the prohibition of arayot and label the resultant chid a mamzer.
The relevance of ths case to artificial insemination with donor sperm
should be obvious. Secondly, Ben Sira was known as the son of Yir-
miyahu. This fact implies that a chid born from artificial insemination
may be considered halakcaly related to the sperm donor.

One of the earliest references to the case of Ben Sira is by R. Perets
ben Eliyahu of Corbeil (c.1295) in his glosses on Sefer Mitzvot Katan
(also referred to as Amudei Gola). 66 He states that a woman need not
refrain from sleeping on her husband's sheets whie she is a nidda for
fear that that she might bear a child from the remnant seed on the sheet
and the chid would be a hen nidda. However, R. Perets does warn that
a married woman should not sleep on the sheets slept on by a man other
than her husband. Why R. Perets differentiates between these two cases
is a matter of halakc import, but implicit in these statements is that R.
Perets acknowledged that a woman could become pregnant in ths man-
ner. He brings proof from the case of Ben Sira. Jacob Moellin (?l360-

1427) also mentions the case of Ben Sira in Likutei Maharil) where it
appears as a statement without particular halakc context.67

More elaborate treatment of ths topic is found in the responsa of
Rav Shimon ben Tsemah Duran,68 to whom a question was posed about
a woman who claimed to have had a virginal conception. R. Duran, who
was also a physician, was asked to determine whether ths was in fact
possible, and, if so, what would be the halakc ramifications. Whether
ths so-called bath house impregnation was actually feasible or simply
contrved for the sake of halakc analysis was a matter of intense debate

amongst the Aharonim, as we shal soon see. Tashbets was one of few
Rishonim who addressed ths topic. He concluded that it is feasible, mar-
shalling evidence from the aforementioned passage in Gemara Hagiga,
as well as from the case of Ben Sira. With respect to the latter, he pref-
aces with the disclaimer that "if we believe the apocropha," then we have
proof from Ben Sira. What is particularly interesting is Tashbets's refer-
ence in a gloss to two of his contemporaries, one an unnamed non-Jew
and the other named R. Abraham Israel, both of whom claimed to have
been familar with cases of virginal women who had conceived.

The next Jewish reference to artificial insemination is not rabbinic
in origin, but appears in the case studies of the famous marrano physi-
cian Amatus Lusitanus (1511-1568).69 This discussion, like the afore-
mentioned passage of Ben Sira, is not found in all versions of Lusitanus'
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classic work, the Centuria, as it was expurgated by censors.70 Here
Lusitanus invokes the notion of artificial insemination (sine concubito)
to exonerate a nun with a uterine mole who was accused of impropriety.
He adduces his proofs from the case of Ben Sira, as well as from other
scientific sources discussed below.

Another famous Jewish physician makes mention of artificial insem-
ination in his work,71 but ths particular work is halakc, not medical in
nature. Rabbi Isaac Lampronti (1679-1756),72 in his magnum opus,
Pahad Yitshak, poses the following riddle: a child is the son of a woman
who was impregnated by her father, yet he is not a mamzer. How is ths
possible?73 He answers, "This is Ben Sira" and recounts the incident in

the bath house, "as is written in ketubot." This reference is clearly not to
the Talmudic tractate, as the story derives from the Alphabet of Ben Sira.
The term" ketubot' is liely to be translated as "the wrtings," in which
case it may refer to the apocrypha?4

We now turn to the scientific question of whether bath house
impregnation is even possible. Implicit from all the above sources is that
they accepted the possibilty of ths unique form of artificial insemina-
tion. However, few of them address the question specificaly, with the
exception of Tashbets and Lusitanus, both of whom accept the possibil-
ity. One of the first to expressly deny the possibilty of such an event
was R. Judah Rosanes (d. i 727), who articulates his position in his
glosses to the Rambam's Mishne Torah, entitled Mishne leMelekh.7s R.
Rosanes maintains that a woman can only become pregnant through
the completion of the natural marital act (i.e. gemar bia). He brings
support for ths notion from Talmudic sources, and also discusses the
Talmudic teaching that a woman cannot become pregnant from the
first intercourse (bia rishona). Based on these as well as other sources,
he concludes that bath house impregnation as impossible.

This passage from the Mishne leMelekh is cited widely by subse-
quent authorities, some with approbation,76 others with condemnation,
as we wil soon see. Although a number of Aharonim mention the
Mishne leMelekh approvingly, including R. Moses Schick, perhaps his
most enthusiastic advocate was R. Solomon Schick. In a responsum to
R. Yoseph Edinger, coincidentally a student of R. Moses Schick, R.
Solomon Schick states assuredly and with no ambiguity that bath house
impregnation could never happen. In addition to quoting R. Rosanes

and R. Moses Schick as his support, he interprets the passage in Gemara
Hagiga in a novel fashion. As the aforementioned passage follows the
story of the four rabbis who entered "pardes" (however it is to be
defined), and one of those rabbis is the same Ben Zoma of our relevant
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passage, and ths Ben Zoma was harmed by his journey into "pardes," R.
Schick maintains that the gemara is possibly mocking him. Never,
according to R. Schick, did the gemara believe that bath house in-
semination could occur.77

Other authorities subsequent to R. Rosanes independently ques-

tioned the possibilty of bath house impregnation. R. Yosef Hayyim
(1833?-1909), author of the Ben Ish Hai, espouses a novel position in
his work Torah Lishma.78 R. Hayym was asked whether he would allow
sperm procurement from an il man to faciltate a proper medical diag-
nosis. The questioner maintained that since the sperm could subsequent-
ly be used to impregnate a woman, ths should mitigate the prohibition
of hashhatat zera. R Hayym's contention is that "nature has changed"
(nishtane ha-tevaY9 with respect to artificial insemination. Whereas in-
semination through an intermediary medium (e.g. bath house impregna-
tion) was possible in the times of the Tannaim, owing to their greater
bodiy strength and potency of their seed, such was not the case from
the time of the Ammoraim and onward. If it was at all possible, it would
be an extremely rare occurrence, as, he maintains, was the case men-
tioned by Tashbets. Therefore, as the likelihood of impregnating a
woman with the remaining seed was so remote, sperm procurement
would not be alowed.80 Around the time ths responsum was wrtten,

John Hunter performed the first successfu artificial impregnation of a
human being. However, ths success was not widely publicized.81

Along a similar vein, a number of Aharonim also maintained that
bath house impregnation was not possible in their time due to the
changed nature. However, it was the changed nature of the bath, they
maintained, not that of the seed, that explained why insemination was
no longer possible.82 According to this opinion, since the baths in

Talmudic times were heated from below,83 it was theoretically possible
for insemination to occur, either because a man was more likely to emit
seed in this kind of bath, or because this particular heat source was

more conducive to the survival of the seed.84
While others questioned the possibilty of bath house impregna-

tion, R. Rosanes was always hailed as the main opponent to ths notion.
His position did not remain unopposed, as a number of Aharonim reject
his contention.8S Three different approaches were invoked in response to
R. Rosanes. R. Yehonatan Eybeschutz (1690-1764) argued againstR.

Rosanes based on a re-analysis of the Talmudic passages that R. Rosanes
cites, concluding that the latter's interpretations were incorrect, and that
artificial insemination is possible.86 R. Chaim Yoseph David Azulai
( 1724-1806) mentions in thee separate places in his wrtings that bath
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house impregnation is possible because it was accepted as fact by the
Gemara, as well as by a number of prominent Rishonim.87 The thrd
approach of refutation is scientific in nature and was taken by R. Baruch
Mordechai ben Yaakov Libschitz (1810-1885). R. Rosanes had stated
that conception could only be accomplished with gemar bia. R. Lib-
schutz responded that with respect to bath house impregnation, the
waters of the bath could transport the seed to the internal organs of the
woman, thereby effectively accomplishing the same result as gemar bia.88

Contemporary poskim, in their discussions on modern therapeutic
artificial insemination, refer to some of the aforementioned sources.
However, as the possibilty of such an occurrence, at least in the mod-
ern medical context, is an accepted fact, little space is devoted to the
scientific question of feasibilty. 89 More time is apportioned for the reso-
lution of attendant halakc dilemmas.

Secular Sources

The notion of virginal or non-natural conception90 dates back to an-
tiquity and antedates Christianity.91 Explicit reference to the phenome-
non of artificial insemination, however, is found in sources from the
Middle Ages. Avicenna (980-1037), in his Canon on medicine, and
Averroes (d. 1198), in his Colliget, acknowledge the possibilty of artifi-
cial impregnation.92 Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) relates that a woman
became pregnant from lying in a bed into which sperm had been dis-
charged.93 As discussed above, R. Perets of Corbeil (c.1295), a contem-
porary of Aquinas, accepted ths possibility and therefore dealt with the
halakc ramifications. Amatus Lusitanus quotes Avicenna and Al- Jazzar

(iOth cent. )94 as authorities who accept artificial insemination.9s
In 1750, a pamphlet by Dr. Abraham Johnson entitled "Lucina

Sine Concubito" was published in London.96 It was submitted by John-
son to the Royal Society, the pre-eminent scientific body in England,
and consists of a personal account of a patient of Johnson's, whom the
latter believed had conceived by artificial insemination. In ths fantasti-
cal essay, Johnson postulates the means by which this insemination was
achieved. He believed, based on classical sources, that the reproductive
seed derived from the western winds and was accidentally ingested by
his female patient. .

He claimed that he tested his theory experimentally on his house
maid, without her consent, and achieved positive results (i.e., the maid
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became pregnant). He therefore submitted his results to the Royal So-
ciety with suggestions for wider applications of his technique.

Whle the belief in artificial insemination persisted into the twenti-
eth century,97 like the Jewish sources above, it was not without its
detractors. Paolo Zacchias (1584-1659), physician to Pope Innocent X
and prominent medicallegal wrter,98 rejected the possibilty, as did the
great scientist Albrecht Haller (1708-1777).99

In conclusion, since the possibilty of bath house insemination is

difficult to disprove, whether it has or can actually occur remains a mys-
tery. 1 00

THE TWO PATHWAYS (SHNEI SHVILIN)

Rabbinic sources throughout the ages have discussed the intrcate detais
of male reproductive anatomy, as they directly relate to the definition of
a halakcaly infertie man (i.e. petsua daka and kerut shajkha).lOl In the
context of one such discussion, the gemara in Bekhorot (44b) makes a
statement that seems somewhat puzzling today. The gemara states that
there are two pathways in the male genital organ, one for urine and one
for seed,102 and that these two pathways are separated by a fine mem-
brane the width of a garlic peel whose integrity is necessary for fertity.
Should ths membrane rupture and alow communication between the

two channels, the man may be rendered halakhically infertile (petsua
daka) and consequently may be forbidden to marry.

The existence of these two pathways in the male organ was an
accepted fact amongst Rishonim and early Aharonim, and many hala-
khc discussions revolved around cases where one or the other pathway
was perforated, especially in cases of hypospadias (i.e. when the opening
of the urethra is not at the tip, but at varying points along the shaft).103

In the latter case it was unclear whether the existing opening was only
for the urine, which could easily be ascertained, or whether it was also
for seed, which was halakhcally difficult to determine given the prohi-
bition of hotzaJat zera le-vatala. The following section higWights some
of the sources, both Jewish and secular, that have addressed this unique
anatomical notion.

Jewish Sources

R. Shimon ben Tsemah (1361-1444) mentions the notion of the two
pathways in his philosophical work, Magen Avot.104
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. . for the organs of reproduction in the man are two, the ever and
the beitsim (testicles J . . . and Hazal added the hutei beitsim105 . . .
should any of these three organs be damaged a man will be rendered
infertle. . . and Hazal have written extensively on these topics, based
on their kabbala, and have understood matters that scientists have not
. . . and in the Canon (of Avicennapo6 it states that there are three
pathways, one for urine, one for seed and one for (other J fluids . . . but
this does not appear to be so according to Hazal (who say there are
two J . . . all this is based on the tre kabbala, which the scientists have
not acquired . . . and since the wisdom of our sages has been lost
through the exiles we must labor (to restore it) . . . and one should not
err and say that Hazal were not expert in the sciences. . . .

Most poskim have understood the passage in Gemara Bekhorot to
mean that there are two pathways extending all the way to the tip of the
ever, and such was clearly the opinion of R. Moses Sofer in considerig
the suggestion of physicians to repair a hypospadias.107 R. Yisroel Yeho-

shua Trunk (1820-1893), however, interpreted the gemara differently.
He understood that the two pathways for urine and seed refer to the
internal anatomy, but not that they extended into the ever. It is a mis-
take to thnk ths, he maintained, as both the urine and seed traverse

one path in the ever.
The Hazon Ish, R. Avraham Yeshayahu Kaelitz (1878-1953), ap-

parently agreed with the anatomical observation of R. Trunk, but did

not accept his interpretation of the gemara:

In the gemara it states that there were two pathways, one for the urine
and one for the seed . . . in ths matter the nature has changed (nish-

tanu ha-tevaJim )108 as today there is only one pathway in the ever.109

The Hazon Ish also claimed, based on his discussion with physi-
cians, that the ever is subject to variation, be it a function of time or of
geographicallocation.llo R. Yoseph HayyiIn mentions a number of such
anatomical variants that were found in the cityofBaghdad.ll1

Secular Sources

The notion of there being more than one pathway in the ever was

prevalent in the middle ages, especially in the Arab world,112 but does
not appear to have clear roots in antiquity. Galen, a contemporary of R.
Yehuda haNasi, states unequivocally that there is one path for both
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urine and semen,113 and Hippocrates, to the best of my knowledge,
makes no mention of the two path theory. Avicenna (980-1037), as
quoted by R. Duran above, claimed there were three canals in the ever,
and Mondino (d. 1326), the Italian anatomist, described a separate
canal for the sperm.114 These ideas permeated the works of the renais-
sance artist and anatomist Leonardo DaVinci (1452-1519), who drew
two distinct passages in his anatomical drawings.us

Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564) is credited with rectifYing the Arab
beliefs and clarifYing, by anatomical dissection, that there is only one
pathway in the ever.116 He also postulates how the Arabs came to their
conclusion.117 Interestingly, he cites an actual case of a young man from
Padua who had two passages at the tip of the ever, one for semen and
one for urine. 

us

The susceptibilty of the urethra to anatomical variation, and in
particular to duplication, has been recorded in medical case records.119

Frank Netter, in his contemporary classic, The CIBA Collection of
Medical Illustrations) draws accessory urethral channels as an example
of congenital varations.120

NOTES
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the Rabbis believed that lice could spontaneously generate. This passage,
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that time, as stated by Aldabi in his introduction, but unfortunately there
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